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STATEMENT OF ORAL ARGUMENT

Plaintiffs-Appellees respectfully submit that this Court is without

jurisdiction to consider this interlocutory appeal. As such, oral argument is

unnecessary.2 The jurisdictional question requires that this Court first evaluate

whether the District Court’s denial of summary judgment turned on an issue of law

when it found:

[T]he Hunt/Wade Defendants have not met their burden of persuasion
with regard to showing that the Plaintiffs were placed in [lockdown
confinement] as the result of their initial classification, particularly in
light of the evidence offered by and reasons articulated by the
Plaintiffs.

See ROA.8195; and see ROA.8192 (noting the general Fifth Circuit rule—

undisputed in this case—that liberty interests are implicated where lockdown

confinement results from reasons other than initial administrative classification).

Plaintiffs-Appellees believe oral argument would not be particularly helpful to

consideration of the dispositive jurisdictional analysis.

However, if this Court concludes jurisdiction exists, then Plaintiffs-

Appellees respectfully request oral argument on an expedited basis. In that event,

2 ROA.8182-8204 (Summary Judgment Ruling, 12/17/13). Citations are made as follows, unless
otherwise noted:

 “ROA” refers to the Record on Appeal.
 “Blue brief” refers to Defendants-Appellants’ opening brief on appeal

Transcript line citations are noted in parens, where relevant. Sealed documents are so noted. All
emphases in this brief were added by the undersigned, unless otherwise indicated.
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iv

this appeal presents a mixed question of law and fact as to the District Court’s

ruling in the alternative.

This mixed question of law and fact examines whether facts from the record

evidence found by the District Court to establish “extraordinary circumstances”

could be sufficient, as a matter of law, to trigger liberty interests, even if the

explanation for Plaintiffs-Appellees’ ongoing lockdown confinement is a purely

administrative one. Specifically, those factual circumstances concern: (a) the

severe, super maximum security conditions of Plaintiffs-Appellees’ lockdown

confinement; (b) the duration of the lockdown confinement at issue (approximately

40 years), in light of the age and health of Plaintiffs-Appellees, and in light of the

absence of legitimate penological interests; and/or (c) the indefiniteness of the

confinement.

As to this question in particular, Plaintiffs-Appellees respectfully submit that

expedited oral argument will assist the Court in ruling.
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT

Because the District Court’s summary judgment stage denial of Defendants-

Appellants’ qualified immunity defense turns on issues of fact, there is no

appealable “final decision” within the meaning of 28 U.S.C. § 1291. Mitchell v.

Forsyth, 472 U.S. 511, 530 (1985). Though jurisdiction exists over the mixed

question of law and fact presented by the District Court’s ruling in the alternative,

this Court need not reach that question where denial of qualified immunity is

warranted on other grounds.
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STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

(1) Does this Court have jurisdiction over Defendants-Appellants’ interlocutory

appeal where (a) there is no dispute as to the legal rule that punitive

lockdown confinement may give rise to a Due Process liberty interest; and

where (b) the District Court found an issue of material fact as to whether

disciplinary reasons explain Plaintiffs-Appellees’ decades ongoing

lockdown confinement?

(2) Whether the District Court committed legal error when it ruled alternately

that any or all of: (a) severely restrictive conditions of 23-hour a day

lockdown confinement; (b) an approximately 40-year long duration of

lockdown confinement (particularly in light of the age/health of Plaintiffs-

Appellees, and in light of the absence of legitimate penological interests);

and/or; (c) the indefiniteness of the confinement, can—under clearly

established federal law—constitute “extraordinary circumstances,” sufficient

to trigger a Due Process liberty interest in prison officials’ administrative

decisions.
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I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This is the second time, and on largely the same grounds, that a qualified

immunity challenge has been raised in an effort to thwart Plaintiffs-Appellees’

ability to assert their constitutional rights. The meritorious Fourteenth Amendment

Due Process claim at issue in this appeal arises from decades-ongoing

incarcerations of Plaintiffs-Appellees under 23-hours a day extended lockdown—

also known as closed-cell confinement (“CCR”), or “solitary confinement.”3

Originally filed in 2000, Plaintiffs-Appellees allege, inter alia, that when prison

officials internally review the propriety of re-upping their lockdown confinement

for another 90 days, they provide sham review proceedings, in violation of the

constitutional guarantee of procedural due process. ROA.211-218; Wilkerson v.

Stalder, 329 F.3d 431, 433 (5th Cir. 2003).

Then and now, the fundament of this suit has been this: the continued

lockdown confinement of Plaintiffs-Appellees persists without legitimate

3 “Extended lockdown is the effective equivalent of solitary confinement.” ROA.302, 337
(finding by the District Court below). This Court has also suggested that the conditions of CCR
would constitute solitary confinement. In Thompson v. Connick, 553 F.3d 836, 842 (2008), this
Court described the death row units at Louisiana State Penitentiary (“LSP”), which are 23-hours
a day lockdown units run the same as CCR, as “solitary confinement.” See also ROA.8043
(Warden Burl Cain, of LSP stating, “We have the exact same rules for death row and CCR
throughout time.”) and see ROA.7917-7921 (Warden Howard Prince, warden of Hunt, admitting
that CCR at his facility is run just as it is at LSP).
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penological interests, in violation of the Constitution.4 Compare ROA.211-217

with ROA.7151-7162.

A. Nature of the Case and Disposition Below

Plaintiffs-Appellees’ procedural Due Process claim arises in the prison

context. “When a prison regulation or practice offends a fundamental

constitutional guarantee, federal courts will discharge their duty to protect

constitutional rights.” Procunier v. Martinez, 416 U.S. 396, 405-06 (1974). As

this Court recognizes, “‘[p]rison walls do not form a barrier separating prison

inmates from the protections of the Constitution,’” even if, as a consequence of

conviction, prisoners will ordinarily endure substantial deprivations of liberty.

Talib v. Gilley, 138 F.3d 211, 213 (5th Cir. 1998) (quoting Turner v. Safley, 482

U.S. 78, 84 (1987)); see also Gates v. Collier, 501 F.2d 1291, 1304 (5th Cir. 1974)

(noting that “constitutional boundaries” restrict prison officials’ use of solitary

confinement).

It is, accordingly, well-settled law that “[p]risoners may also claim the

protections of the Due Process Clause.” Wolff v. McDonnell, 418 U.S. 539, 556

4 Plaintiffs have been held in CCR, under lockdown confinement, for durations ranging from 27
years (Robert King Wilkerson) to 41 years (Herman Wallace). Mr. King Wilkerson was released
after wrongful conviction in 2001. Mr. Wallace developed liver cancer which went undetected by
the prison until it was untreatable. He died in October of 2013, just three days after his wrongful
conviction was overturned, and while waiting for a resolution in this case. Because his siblings have
been substituted in this case, and for ease of reading, throughout this brief the undersigned refer to
Plaintiff-Appellant Wallace’s interests in the present tense. Particularly as to Plaintiff-Appellee
Albert Woodfox continues to be incarcerated in CCR, and every day which passes accrues further
irreparable harm.
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(1974). Liberty interests are implicated when prison officials impose, “atypical

and significant hardship” on a prisoner, “in relation to the ordinary incidents of

prison life.” Sandin v. Connor, 515 U.S. 472, 484 (1995). Sandin expressly

instructs that a prison hardship can be atypical and significant, “in either duration

or degree of restriction.” Sandin, 515 U.S. at 486 (accepting a prisoner’s claim

that 30 days of lockdown confinement triggered a liberty interest, but rejecting that

charge that the 30-day duration was atypical).

Subject to these limitations, “a liberty interest in avoiding particular

conditions of confinement may arise from state policies or regulations.” Wilkinson

v. Austin, 545 U.S. 209, 222 (2005). In fact, in 1983, this Court expressly found

that “regulations of Louisiana’s Department of Corrections […] were sufficient to

extend to Louisiana inmates a protected liberty interest in not being confined to

extended lockdown.” McCrae v. Hankins, 720 F.2d 863, 867 (1983).

Putting policy and regulations aside, liberty interests also may arise by “the

nature of [prison] conditions themselves.” Wilkinson, 545 U.S. at 223. Prison

disciplinary decisions are obviously vulnerable to imposing “atypical and

significant hardship,” and this Circuit has observed that it is “crucial to know” if

lockdown confinement results from violation for prison disciplinary rules from an

administrative initial classification by prison officials. Wilkerson v. Stadler, 329

F.3d 431, 435 (5th Cir. 2003). Where facts establish a punitive explanation for
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lockdown, then the Sandin test for “atypical and significant hardship” is triggered.

However, although the question of explanation for the lockdown confinement is

material, it is not dispositive.

This Court has long recognized that “extraordinary circumstances,” can

render even purely administrative segregation constitutionally abusive. See

Pichardo v. Kinker, 73 F.3d 612, 612 (5th Cir. 1996); and see Hernandez v.

Velasquez, 522 F.3d 556, 562-63 (5th Cir. 1999) (observing that a prisoner “may

maintain a due process challenge” to his administrative custodial classification and

citing this case for the proposition that 30 years of lockdown status triggers the

Sandin test). This Circuit law is entirely consistent with the Supreme Court’s 2005

holding in Wilkinson v. Austin, 545 U.S. 209 (2005), which found that

administrative assignment to “highly restrictive conditions” of confinement

sufficed to create a Sandin liberty interest.

Indeed, in a decision unpublished precisely because it created no new

precedent, this Court has reiterated that “one crucial exception” to the general rule

that prisoners have no liberty interest in administrative housing classification is

where highly restrictive conditions of confinement are imposed. Tate v. Starks,

444 F. App’x. 720, 723-24 (5th Cir. 2011); see also Fifth Circuit Rule 47.5. In

Tate, this Court relied on Wilkinson and found that a district court abused its

discretion when it denied a motion to reconsider its rejection of an administrative
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segregation Due Process claim. Id. The undivided panel remanded the case for

analysis of whether the process afforded (a) at the time of classification, and (b)

during subsequent review of the custody, comported with the Constitution. Id.

***

In this case, Defendants-Appellants do not even attempt to dispute that CCR

lockdown confinement, particularly for the decades-long durations at issue in this

case, is “atypical.” And Defendants-Appellants concede readily and repeatedly

that 23-hour a day lockdown in “CCR involves significant restrictions.” See Blue

brief at 2, 34. They maintain instead that no one should look behind the curtain of

qualified immunity to see whether “atypical and significant hardship” has been

imposed. In effect, they urge that because they have labelled Plaintiffs-Appellees’

lockdown confinement “administrative,” they can do whatever they want behind

that curtain, immune from any challenge to their conduct under the doctrine of

qualified immunity.

Speciously, Defendants-Appellants argue that the law instructing that

prisoners have liberty interests in avoiding lockdown confinement subjecting them

to restriction of severe degree and for decades-ongoing, indefinite duration was not

clearly established at the time of Plaintiffs-Appellees’ transfers into their

institutions, in 2009 and 2010, respectively. See Blue brief at 37-45.
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Given the controlling Supreme Court and Fifth Circuit law detailed supra,

however—outlining cases dating as far back as 1983, over thirty years ago—

Defendants-Appellants’ qualified immunity defense does not have even colorable

merit. See, e.g., McCrae, 720 F.2d at 867; see also ROA.317, n.20 (the District

Court below long ago correctly observing that the Louisiana Department of

Corrections regulations pertaining to extended lockdown establish liberty interests

of their own accord—law of the Circuit and of the case that Defendants-Appellants

never even mention, much less persuasively distinguish, in the instant appeal.)

Even setting aside the point that Defendants-Appellants have not made any

showing that the Department of Corrections regulations pertaining to extended

lockdown have changed, such that the liberty interests they created thirty years ago

no longer exist, Defendants-Appellants claim of qualified immunity cannot be

countenanced.5

To allow Defendants-Appellants to succeed with their qualified immunity

defense now at this late stage in the litigation would act as a judicial stamp of

approval on the shell game Louisiana prison officials played with the otherwise

established liberty interests of Plaintiffs-Appellees. Defendants-Appellants created

the factual predicate to raise a qualified immunity defense in this matter for a

5 See, e.g., ROA.460 (LSP Penitentiary Directive No. 13, dated March 8, 1973, which provides
that: “[i]t is the policy of the Louisiana State Penitentiary to keep as many men as possibly
living in the general population and assigned to meaningful work. Long-term confinement to
cells is not in the best interest of the penitentiary or its population unless release threatens the
security of the individual, other inmates or the prison employees.)
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second time by participating in the transfers of Plaintiffs-Appellees in the midst of

the litigation, and then asserting that the classification was “initial” upon the

transfer. Defendants-Appellants ask this Court to shield them from constitutional

review on the basis of inter-system prison transfers that can be repeated for any

prisoner whenever lockdown confinement nears impermissible duration.

Immunizing Defendants-Appellants also contravenes the letter of qualified

immunity law, which is intended to protect public servants who reasonably

believed their conduct was lawful—not shield those who conduct themselves with

wanton indifference to the law.

Moreover, Plaintiffs-Appellees have shown that material issues of fact exist

as to whether their continuous, decades-ongoing lockdown confinement is

constitutionally permissible. First, Plaintiffs-Appellees have presented ample

evidence which puts into dispute whether their lockdown confinement is a result of

punitive or purely administrative decision-making. Second, regardless of the

explanation for lockdown, Plaintiffs-Appellees also presented ample evidence

showing that they have been incarcerated under “extraordinary circumstances,”

more than sufficient to warrant looking behind the Sandin curtain. This evidence

includes severely restrictive 23-hour a day lockdown confinement which has

persisted for a duration of approximately four decades and persists indefinitely, in

the absence of legitimate penological interest and without meaningful review of the
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basis for such confinement. As the law requires, the District Court below correctly

ruled that these material issues of fact (as to the reason for ongoing lockdown

confinement, as well as to these extraordinary circumstances), warrant allowing

Plaintiffs-Appellees’ damages claim to proceed to trial against Defendants-

Appellees.

Because the District Court’s decision cannot be said to have turned on an

issue of law, Plaintiffs-Appellees respectfully submit that jurisdiction for this

appeal is wanting. See infra at viii. However, should this Court nonetheless

exercise review, it is indisputable that Plaintiffs-Appellees have raised issues of

material fact as to whether subjecting prisoners to a lifetime in highly restrictive,

isolating security conditions, in the absence of any legitimate penological interests

and without meaningful review, gives rise to a liberty interest. For all of these

reasons, Defendants-Appellants are not entitled to qualified immunity as a matter

of law, and their interlocutory appeal of the District Court’s summary judgment

decision is unavailing.

B. Procedural History

For background relevant to the qualified immunity defense pressed today,

Plaintiffs-Appellees briefly explain the procedural background of their now 14-

year old Due Process claim. In so doing, Plaintiffs-Appellees recount the history
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of how Defendants in this case, including now Defendants-Appellees, have

perpetually sought to evade review.

i. The First Qualified Immunity Appeal

As this Court is well aware, this Court has already squarely confronted—and

rejected—a qualified immunity defense to Plaintiffs-Appellees’ claim that internal

sham reviews of their ongoing lockdown confinement violate the Fourteenth

Amendment’s guarantee of procedural due process. See Wilkerson v. Stadler, 329

F.3d 431, 433 (5th Cir. 2003); see also ROA.8183-8186 (District Court discussing

the similarities between LSP Defendants’ qualified immunity pleadings and

Defendants-Appellants, and noting that, in this case, “Hunt/Wade Defendants’

motion for partial summary judgment claiming an entitlement to qualified

immunity is yet another example of ‘what’s past is prologue’”).

When this litigation was filed in state court in 2000, Plaintiffs-Appellees

named only Louisiana State Penitentiary (“LSP”) officials and the Louisiana

Secretary of Corrections as Defendants (hereinafter “LSP Defendants”). ROA.75.

At that point, Plaintiffs-Appellees had been under lockdown in LSP’s CCR since

April 1972, when the prison first placed them there pending an investigation of the

murder of Brent Miller, a correctional officer. The third Plaintiff in this case,

Robert King Wilkerson, had been placed under lockdown for the same

investigation, notwithstanding that he had not been incarcerated at LSP at the time
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of the murder and was never charged with any involvement in it. At that point,

LSP’s CCR was the only extended lockdown tier in existence in Louisiana.

In 2002, the District Court accepted the Magistrate Judge’s recommendation

that LSP Defendants’ motion to dismiss on the grounds of qualified immunity

should be denied. ROA.337 (Tyson, C.J.) In so doing, the District Court found

that CCR presented severely restrictive conditions including 23-hour a day

lockdown, and recognized that “[e]xtended lockdown is the effective equivalent of

solitary confinement.” Id.; and see ROA.302. After thoroughly surveying the

landscape of federal law, Chief Judge Tyson, in adopting the Magistrate’s

recommendation, “ha[d] no difficulty holding” that Plaintiffs had a protected

liberty interest and legal right to complain (then) of 25 to 28 years of solitary

confinement. See id.; and see ROA.316. As the District Court decision affirmed

by this Court concluded:

No objectively reasonably officer could believe in the circumstances
alleged that a solitary confinement approaching three decades
duration was not atypical or extraordinary under the established
Supreme Court and Fifth Circuit standards. Indeed, given the natural
limits on the length of human life, especially one in prison, it is
difficult to image a more atypical or extraordinary confinement than
that presented in this case. No reasonable officer could conclude—
even in advance of later case law—that procedural protections of the
Due Process Clause did not attach to such an extended solitary
confinement.

Id. (emphasis in original); and see Wilkerson, 329 F.3d at 431(affirming the

District Court’s decision). The panel considering the issue in Wilkerson took no
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issue with the District Court’s fact-finding regarding the severity of LSP’s super

maximum CCR restrictions.

The Court did, however, provide the District Court with guidance as to a

threshold question of fact: whether the deprivation of liberty at issue is “the result

of an initial classification by prison officials as opposed to confinement for

violations of less serious prison disciplinary rules.” Id. The Court noted that the

distinction can be important, given that “[g]enerally, courts are not concerned with

a prisoner’s initial classification level based on his criminal history before his

incarceration.” Id. As the Court observed, “if the inmates’ confinement in

extended lockdown is not the result of their initial classification, the Sandin test

would be triggered.” Id. at 436. However, this Court did not reach the question of

whether, in the event that established facts proved that the lockdown confinement

resulted from initial classification exclusively, the Sandin test nonetheless would

be triggered by any of the “extraordinary circumstances” Plaintiffs-Appellees’

lockdown confinement otherwise presented (such as the extreme severity of

restrictions Plaintiffs-Appellees endured; the extreme duration of their extended

lockdown confinement, the lack of legitimate penological interests for lockdown

confinement; or the indefiniteness of it).

In 2005, on remand, the District Court found that LSP Defendants’ qualified

immunity defense was barred at summary judgment, given the threshold inquiry
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articulated by this Court. See ROA.1568; and see id. at 1685 (Chief Judge Tyson’s

adoption of the Magistrate Judge’s recommendation that summary judgment on the

basis of qualified immunity be denied). As the District Court observed, “[a]n

examination of the voluminous records of the Lockdown Review Board clearly

shows that the prison itself through the Board repeatedly characterized the nature

of all three of the plaintiffs’ confinement in extended lockdown as arising out of

Disciplinary Board Action and not out of Initial Classification.” See id. at 1556;

and see id. at 1685. As such, the District Court concluded that “[t]he plaintiffs

clearly have raised issues of material fact with regard to the defendants’ contention

that the plaintiffs’ original placement in extended lockdown was due solely to their

initial classification.” Id. at 1557; and see id. at 1685.

The District Court then went beyond the threshold inquiry articulated by this

Court as to the reason for confinement. Again surveying both Supreme Court and

Fifth Circuit law, and federal law more broadly, the District Court reached the

question of whether “extraordinary circumstances” had, of their own force, given

rise to a due process liberty interest. It found that, even if Plaintiffs’ lockdown

confinement exclusively resulted from an administrative initial classification, the

“plaintiffs’ indefinite stay in lockdown (of a 28 to 33 years duration thus far, with

no apparent end in sight), and based upon crimes that occurred during
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incarceration, is just such an extraordinary circumstance” as to warrant the

establishment of a liberty interest under Sandin. Id. at 1563, 1685.6

Presumably recognizing the fact that this Court would have no jurisdiction

over this decision—which so obviously applied well-settled law and turned on

issues of fact—LSP Defendants never appealed the District Court’s denial of

summary judgment.

ii. LSP Defendants Evade Trial Review of their Conduct

Subsequently, through 2005, 2006, and 2007, Plaintiffs-Appellees and LSP

Defendants litigated additional piecemeal summary judgment motions (all trained

on Plaintiff-Appellees’ Eighth Amendment claim), and pre-trial motions in

limine.7 See ROA.1601-4136. Chief Judge Tyson issued an April, 2008 deadline for

the Parties’ proposed uniform pretrial order. Id. at 4151-4161.

In March of 2008, as trial approached, LSP Defendants moved Plaintiffs-

Appellees from CCR into a dorm setting. Id. at 4174. Then, in July of 2008, LSP

again moved for summary judgment dismissal, this time on the grounds of

6 The District Court also rejected LSP Defendants’ alternative argument—that even if Plaintiffs
had a liberty interest, they had received constitutionally adequate due process. In so doing, it
concluded that the summary judgment evidence presented by LSP Defendants did not “constitute
either competent or significantly probative evidence sufficient to overcome the material facts
placed into dispute as a result of the plaintiff’s extraordinarily long duration in extended
lockdown coupled with plaintiffs’ affidavits describing the proceedings.” ROA.1564.

7 In October 2007, although Defendants’ Eighth Amendment summary judgment challenges
failed, in order to avoid the additional delay of another interlocutory appeal, Plaintiffs voluntarily
dismissed, with prejudice, their request for monetary damages based on cruel and unusual
punishment. Id. at 4144-4150 (expressly asserting that the voluntary dismissal was tendered “in
the interest of an expeditious resolution of this suit.”)
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mootness. Id. at 4166-4184. In mid-October, the Magistrate Judge recommended

that the motion be denied because LSP Defendants’ voluntary and unilateral

cessation of CCR confinement could not moot Plaintiffs’ claims in the absence of

assurances that the impermissible conduct would not be repeated. Id. at 4260-

4267. In adopting her recommendation, Chief Judge Tyson concluded that to find

otherwise would render LSP Defendants capable of evading review. Id. at 4265;

ROA.4403. The District Court took special note of the fact that, “as the

defendants are well aware, one of the main issues [in this case] is the duration of

[lockdown] confinement and its cumulative effect,” observing that:

In cases of ongoing transgressions which are significantly impacted
by the duration of the conduct, the defendants could simply
momentarily cease the offending conduct, have the injunction
dismissed with prejudice, and then resume the prohibited conduct.

Id. at 4265-4266; see also id. at 4403.

Indeed, less than a month later, in mid-November of 2008 Defendants

would commence to repeat their impermissible conduct. That timing was also

concurrent with Louisiana’s appeal of Plaintiff-Appellee Woodfox’s bail relief in

this Court (in connection with his parallel habeas case for wrongful conviction),

where the State sought to portray Woodfox as a bail risk, notwithstanding that he

had been doing well in the dorm and had an excellent conduct record. LSP

Defendants abruptly and without explanation pulled Plaintiffs-Appellees out of the

dorm and put them into back into lockdown, pending an investigation into
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“general prohibited behaviors.” See, e.g., id. at 4430. Subsequent litigation and

the compulsion of discovery revealed that this investigation involved listening to a

years’ worth of Plaintiffs-Appellees’ recorded calls (including those with

Counsel), and instituting a mail watch for the express purpose of coming up with

some pretextual violation that would provide, “‘sufficient justification for stiff

disciplinary action.’” Id. at 8607 (quoting e-mail between a prison investigator and

the Louisiana Attorney General’s Office).

Per the disciplinary reports finally issued over one month later, even after this

exhaustive search, the worst behavior that the prison could accuse Plaintiffs-

Appellants of pertained to three-way phone call violations (the majority of which

were attorney-client conference calls), as well as to statements made over the phone

that violated disciplinary rules because they “appear[ed] to be designed to

deliberately provoke unfavorable public opinion of the Attorney General’s Office and

the Louisiana State Penitentiary,” and included “derogatory comments” about the

New Orleans Police Department and District Attorney’s office. Id. at 5023-5024;

and see id. at 5023-4042. For this disciplinary, Plaintiffs-Appellees received, “a

sentence of quarters change to extended lockdown,” of no defined duration, and a 24

week loss of phone privileges. See, e.g., id. at 5070; and see id. at 5080 (wherein the

Disciplinary Board amends the sentence upon appeal to a 4 week loss of telephone
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privileges, but finds, “[t]he sanction of quarters change to extended lockdown is

appropriate for the amended report and is not affected by this decision.”)

At the time of their transfers to Hunt and Wade, respectively, Plaintiffs-

Appellants remained in extended lockdown confinement, under this indefinite

sentence to a “quarters change” for pretextual telephone call violations.

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS

A. The Second Qualified Immunity Appeal: The “Paucity” of
Defendants-Appellants’ Record Evidence

In March of 2009, LSP Defendants voluntarily and unilaterally decided to

move Plaintiff-Appellee Wallace. Wallace was transferred from lockdown

confinement at LSP into a newly-created CCR tier at Hunt. In November of 2010,

Woodfox was also transferred from CCR at LSP to a newly-created CCR tier at

Wade. See id at 8062, 7151-7162.

Discovery produced as to the 90-day internal reviews of the lockdown

confinement at Hunt and Wade established that prison officials in both facilities

were perpetuating the same meaningless reviews already complained of in this

case. On April 25, 2013, Plaintiffs-Appellees accordingly moved to add Hunt and

Wade officials as defendants. Plaintiffs-Appellees’ amended Complaint alleged,

inter alia, that, in assuming the roles previously filled by LSP Defendants, Hunt

and Wade officials were each individually and officially participating in the

ongoing constitutional harm. See id at 7151-7162. On October 15, 2013, the Hunt
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and Wade officials entered their Answer. Id. at 7288-7302. On October 29, 2013,

they moved for summary judgment based on qualified immunity. Id. at 7729-

7826.

At the time, Hunt and Wade prison officials had taken advantage of the

opportunity to depose Plaintiffs-Appellees, but Plaintiffs-Appellees had not yet

deposed the Hunt and Wade custodians.8

Below, Defendants-Appellants’ summary judgment motion reasserted the

qualified immunity defense already raised by LSP Defendants. Defendants-

Appellants claimed that the reason their motion could not be disposed of under the

law of the case was because the factual context as to reason for lockdown was

different than it had been for LSP Defendants. Specifically, Defendants-

Appellants claimed that, at their facilities, Plaintiffs-Appellees’ lockdown

confinements were exclusively a result of “custodial classification.” Blue brief at

11. As the District Court rightly observed below, Defendant-Appellants’ present

only a “modicum” or “paucity” of evidence in support of their motion. See

ROA.8194, 8195.

8 Indeed, discovery had been stayed on the grounds that lead counsel for Defendants-Appellants
needed two weeks to prepare himself for the depositions Hunt and Wade officials. Instead, he
filed the instant motions and the self-serving affidavits of many of those Hunt and Wade officials
that had been spared, by virtue of the postponement of the depositions, from confrontation.
Discovery remains stayed today, while the instant appeal pends.
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i. Defendants-Appellants’ Self-Serving Affidavits

Defendants-Appellants try to hang qualified immunity on the hook of

administrative decision-making and allege that the lockdown confinement of

Plaintiffs-Appellees solely results from administrative Initial Classification Board

reviews that occurred upon Plaintiffs-Appellees’ transfers. In support of their

qualified immunity defense, Defendants-Appellants summary judgment evidence

primarily consists of five cursory affidavits. See id. at 7800-7801 (Wade Warden

Goodwin), 7816 (Hunt Assistant Warden McKey), 7818-7819 (Hunt Warden

Prince), 7821-7823 (Wade Colonel Nail), 7824-7825 (Wade Assistant Warden

Arnold).

However, those self-serving affidavits are themselves grossly insufficient:

 Only one of the affiants, Wade Colonel Lonnie Nail, purports to have
sat on an Initial Classification Board, the board of Plaintiff-Appellee
Woodfox. See id. at 7800-7801, 7818-7816. No affidavit is provided
by the other Wade official who also signed the form, or by anyone
else claiming personal knowledge of this review.

 No factual information is provided regarding the alleged Board beside
the date. See id. 7821-7823. No information is provided as to what
procedure was undertaken with regard to classifying Mr. Woodfox
upon transfer, or any criteria evaluated in determining his housing
assignment. Id. Nor is any explanation provided regarding the
various notations and codes on the Review Board form.9 Id.

9 For example, as discussed infra, at 22, under “Assigned housing,” there is a notation that
appears to be “N/A.” ROA.7823. Mr. Nail provides no explanation as to why the housing
assignment was “not applicable” on the very occasion Defendants-Appellants argue provides
their administrative explanation for housing assignment.
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 Defendants-Appellants present no affiant willing to assert that he or
she participated in an Initial Classification Board review pertaining to
Plaintiff-Appellee Wallace. See generally id. at 7800-7826
(Defendants-Appellants’ summary judgment exhibits).

The Hunt Warden and Assistant Warden both assert only that they did not

participate in or influence Mr. Wallace’s review boards. See id. at 7818-7819,

7826.

ii. Defendants-Appellants’ Remaining Evidence

Defendants-Appellants also produced a Wade policy memorandum detailing

Wade’s classification procedures, and two other one-page forms.10 Defendants-

Appellants claim these documents establish that the initial classification board

reviews made upon Plaintiff-Appellees’ transfers provide a purely administrative

explanation for their extended lockdown assignments.

The policy memorandum submitted instructs that Wade’s facility entertains

three different custody statuses, “minimum,” “medium,” and “maximum.” Id. at

7802-7817. Under the terms of this policy, custody is relevant to, but not

dispositive of, housing assignment. For prisoners with “maximum custody”

10 Below, as to the separate question of whether the process provided at Hunt and Wade is
constitutionally adequate, Defendants-Appellants also included excerpts of testimony taken in
their depositions of Plaintiffs-Appellees. On this question, the District Court found that, “[t]he
Hunt/Wade Defendants attempt to set a very low bar indeed of what is constitutionally due in
due process,” and further concluded that the summary judgment evidence did not give the
impression that board reviews were meaningful, such that, “there are material facts in dispute
regarding the legitimacy of the process afforded to the Plaintiffs.” ROA.8200-8201. The District
Court’s conclusions as to the adequacy of process afforded obviously turns on questions of fact,
and is not at issue in the instant appeal.
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classifications, in addition to “Disciplinary Detention/Extended Lockdown,” the

policy memorandum contemplates three other possible housing assignments:

working cellblocks, a “transitional dorm,” and a protection unit for those in

protective custody. Id. at 7806-7812. Although criteria are listed for determining

if a prisoner is suitable for minimum custody, or “trusty” status, see id. at 7807, no

criteria are provided for evaluating when a prisoner requires maximum custody

classification, nor is any criteria provided for assessments of whether a maximum

custody prisoner should be assigned to, or should remain in, any of four very

different housing assignments. Id. at 7802-7817. Notably, the memorandum

provides that status review of prisoners in administrative segregation and

protective custody “will be conducted every 7 days for the first two months and at

least every 30 days thereafter,” whereas prisoners in disciplinary

detention/extended lockdown are entitled to appear before a board for review only

at least every 90 days. Id. at 7811-7812. Accordingly, the forms for 90-day

review boards produced as to Woodfox contradict Defendants-Appellants’ claim

that his housing assignment is properly labelled “administrative” and not

“disciplinary.” Id. at 7811-7812.

The first of the two one-page forms submitted by Defendants-Appellants’

purports to document the initial classification board review of Plaintiff-Appellee

Woodfox. It is attached to Colonel Nail’s affidavit, and labeled “Initial
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Classification Board.” Id. at 7823. Ambiguities abound as to this form, which the

District Court expressly noted was unclear. Id. at 8187. The form identifies

Woodfox’s crime as being “2nd deg murder,” and notes the “murder of LSP

correctional officer – Brent Miller.” As to “Security Threat groups,” the word

“None” is filled out on the form, but it appears a post-it note was later affixed to

the form which reads “Security threat group—Black panther.” Id. The form

indicates that a Prison Rape Elimination Act (“PREA”) evaluation was conducted

of Woodfox on March 10, 2009 and notes “NV” and “NP,” presumably indicating

that Woodfox was determined to be non-violent and non-predatory. Id.

Although Defendants-Appellants’ claim that it was the independent, sincere

judgment of this board review which explains why Woodfox was assigned to CCR,

the form indicates that housing assignment is “N/A,” which presumably stands not

“not applicable.” Id. It appears to identify the type of transfer as both

“Administrative,” and “Other – CCR.” Id. at 7823. The form provides no rationale

or reasoning for the “max” custody designation. Id. It provides no information

that would explain why Woodfox was assigned to CCR housing instead of the

other three housing area options for maximum custody prisoners. Id.

Defendants-Appellants’ second one-page form pertains to Plaintiff-Appellee

Wallace. It is not labelled an “Initial Classification Board” review, but appears to

be a cellblock review that occurred three months after Mr. Wallace arrival,
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consistent with other known internal 90-day board reviews of his lockdown

custody. Id. at 7820. It denotes that Wallace was assigned to lockdown

confinement March 19, 2009; marks the “Reason(s)” as “Initial Classification

Board,” and notes “From LSP” in a space for comments. Id. As the District Court

recognized, this notation—provided as it was under the section for identifying the

reason(s) for assignment to extended lockdown—“appear[s] to undercut the

Defendants’ assertion that there were independent evaluations conducted.” Id. at

8195.

Further, this form indicates that the 90-day review board elected to continue

Wallace’s lockdown on this occasion for the “Reason(s)” of “Nature of original

reason for lockdown.” Id. at 7820. This was, as long ago noted by the District

Court, the exact same reason offered by LSP Defendants for their continuation of

lockdown, almost invariably, over decades. See, e.g., id. at 303.

B. The Second Qualified Immunity Appeal: Plaintiffs-Appellees’
Record Evidence

In contrast, Plaintiffs-Appellees presented ample record evidence that upon

transfer and after, Defendants-Appellants failed to make meaningful, independent

assessments as to what legitimate penological interests—whether labeled

disciplinary or administrative—actually warranted continuing the already decades-

ongoing lockdown confinement.
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To start, Plaintiffs-Appellees presented evidence that, at the time of

transfers, the existence of this litigation was widely known to all involved, and in

fact motivated the moves. LSP Warden Cain testified that his reason for

transferring Wallace to Hunt was because, after Woodfox had won relief of his

conviction in 2008, the Louisiana Attorney General, “asked that we keep Woodfox

and Wallace from being together.” See id. at 8048 (Cain Dep. 10/22/09, 52:5-19).

Further, Warden Cain had “got[ten] tired of the Angola 3.” See id. at 8049 (69:5-

18). Wallace was transferred from LSP to Hunt with approximately 11 other

inmates because Warden Cain, “wanted to send Wallace with a group.” Id. at 8051

(74:19-23).

Plaintiffs-Appellees also showed that the Secretary of the Louisiana

Department of Corrections would have had to have been involved in decision-

making regarding the transfers. Id. at 8053-8054 (Cain Dep. 11/30/06, 43:20-25,

44:1-6 (contending that, as to proposed transfers, the Secretary and his deputy

would have to “determine if they really want to let that inmate go from this prison

to that prison.”). However, there was never any question as to whether the

transferred inmates would go into the newly-created Hunt CCR tier. See, e.g., id.

at 8040 (Prince Dep. 11/18/09, 28:14-17 (“Q: Was there any discussion with

Warden Cain or Secretary LeBlanc about some of these inmates going into some

place other than CCR here? A: No.”).
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In fact, the record evidence demonstrates that, even prior to Plaintiffs-

Appellees’ transfers, it was a foregone conclusion that the ongoing, indefinite

lockdown confinement imposed at LSP would continue at Hunt and Wade.

Plaintiffs-Appellees provided evidence that the CCR tier at Hunt did not exist prior

LSP’s transfer of Wallace. See, e.g., id. at 8050 (Cain Dep. 10/22/09, 71:11-15

(admitting the Hunt CCR tier was created, “not too long before Wallace and them

went, they might have been in the first wave for all I know.”); and see id. at 8037

(Prince Dep. 11/18/09, 22:22-24 (Warden Prince admitting that prior to the transfer

of CCR inmates from LSP, he had no inmates in CCR).

As with Wallace’s transfer to Hunt, the CCR tier at Wade did not exist prior

to Woodfox’s move. See id. at 8066-8067 (Woodfox Dep. 08/30/2013, 57:22-25,

58:1-23 (Woodfox explains that Wade officials told him upon his arrival that they

did not know why he had been transferred to Wade, but that they had received

orders from the Department of Corrections to start a CCR tier at Wade for the

incoming group from LSP); see also id at 8064-8065 (30:14-25, 31:1-25 (Woodfox

explaining that, while still at LSP, he was told by prison officials that he and other

CCR inmates would be moved into a newly created CCR at Wade, which would be

run just as the CCR tiers at LSP were run). Like Wallace, Woodfox transferred to

Wade in the company of a small group of other LSP CCR inmates. Id. at 8062.
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Plaintiffs-Appellees also presented evidence below that when Hunt and

Wade officials received Plaintiffs-Appellees, each had institutional records which

proved that he could live peacefully in a dorm setting, and to the contrary of any

indications of threat. See, e.g., id at 8046-47 (Cain Dep. 10/22/09, 32:4-25, 33:1

(wherein Warden Cain testifies that he had never heard any information which

indicated that Wallace and Woodfox were unable to get along with other inmates,

staff or the public in visitation while they had been housed in a dorm); id. at 8041

(Prince Dep. 11/18/09, 31:4-6, (wherein Warden Prince acknowledges that

Wallace was “doing pretty good” at Hunt). A PREA screening checklist dated

March 19, 2013, coincident with Wallace’s transfer, for example, indicated that

Wallace, at age 67, was assessed as elderly, and that he was evaluated as having no

“possible predatory factors,” including no gang affiliation and no strong-arming or

assaults in prison in the prior ten years. See id. at 8099.

Over time it became evident that the CCR tiers at Hunt and Wade were at

least as extremely restrictive as the CCR tier at LSP, and that the boards at Hunt

and Wade were no more meaningful than LSP board reviews had been. See id. at

8056-8057 (Wallace Dep. 08/27/09, 45:25, 46:1-2 (regarding Hunt, “[w]e uses the

exact same policy that is controlled by Angola for CCR. It is almost like just to be

an extension of Angola CCR.”); and see id. at 8068 (Woodfox Dep. 08/30/2013,

88:16-25 (regarding Wade, “Q: Are they different from the lockdown review
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boards you attended at LSP? A: No.”); and see id. at 8069 (89:1-10 (Woodfox

describing perfunctory meetings with the boards which ended with the conclusory

announcement, “[w]e’re not going to release you at this time.”). Indeed, prior to

being named a Defendant, Hunt Warden Prince testified that boards there operated

no differently than as at LSP. He further admitted that no criteria guide Hunt

board reviews in their evaluations of whether release from lockdown would be

appropriate. See id. at 8038-8039 (Prince Dep. 11/18/09, 23:21-25; 24:1-2 (“Q: Is

there any criteria for how the colonel and lieutenant colonel conduct the reviews

here at CCR? A: No.”).

The board review forms themselves also document that no consideration was

ever made as to whether Plaintiffs-Appellees should be released from lockdown

given age, health conditions, good conduct records, or the unprecedented amount

of time each had already endured under extremely restrictive conditions. No form,

from either prison, ever specified any potential threat posed by Plaintiffs-

Appellees, or any legitimate penological interest for denying release in the section

provided for comments. See generally id. 8027-8103. In fact, comments on Hunt

board review forms suggest that Wallace’s CCR confinement resulted not from the

board’s independent assessment but, “per administration.” See, e.g., id. at 8079.
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In sum, just as at LSP, the 90-day boards at Hunt and Wade, “produced little more

than superficial forms that appear to be conclusory and self-serving, and possibly

checked off in a rote fashion….” Id. at 1566.

C. Issues of Material Fact Found by the District Court

After considering all of Defendants-Appellants’ and Plaintiffs-Appellees’

record evidence, the District Court made certain findings relevant to the qualified

immunity analysis. Importantly, the District Court found there is a genuine issue

of material fact as to whether Defendants-Appellants continued the lockdown

incarceration of Plaintiff-Appellees for punitive or administrative reasons. Id. at

8195. Further, whatever the labels used, the District Court observed that some of

Defendants-Appellants’ own summary evidence—including the only board review

form submitted pertaining to Mr. Wallace—“appears to undercut the Defendants’

assertion that there were independent evaluations conducted.” Id.

The District Court also found that the record evidence supports Plaintiffs-

Appellees’ contention that their lockdown confinement presents “extraordinary

circumstances,” as to the restrictiveness of conditions, duration and indefiniteness.

Noting some exception as to cell size and telephone privileges, the District Court

determined that, “the CCR tiers at Hunt and Wade are run the same as the tier at

LSP.” Id. at 8095, n.8. Further, the District Court found that the 23-hour a day

lockdown units at Hunt and Wade imposed restrictions which constitute “severe
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conditions of confinement,” of the sort that can, “take a detrimental toll on the

health and well-being of the average inmate.”11 Id. at 8196; and see id. at 8197,

n.9 (discussing the expert record evidence in this case as to the health and

psychological effects of long term isolation on Plaintiffs-Appellees).

Additionally, the District Court emphasized “the unparalleled amount of

time that the inmate Plaintiffs have been living in isolation….” Id. at 8197. As a

matter of fact, the District Court concluded, “Plaintiffs’ approximately forty-year

length of incarceration is so atypical that the Court is unable to find another

instance of an inmate spending even close to that much time in isolation.” Id. at

8197.

Finally, considering that board review forms rotely repeat that the reason

why Hunt and Wade officials continue the lockdown of Plaintiffs-Appellees every

90 days is due to the “original reason for lockdown,” and because “[t]he original

reason for lockdown can never change,” the District Court found that, “Plaintiffs’

placement in CCR was and remains indefinite.” Id. at 8197 (internal quotations

omitted, citing to ROA.1561-1562 (finding that Plaintiffs had “no hope of release

other than by death or release from prison entirely, as was the case for plaintiff

Wilkerson.”).

11 Specific examples of restrictions expressly noted by the Court include: prisoners in CCR are
isolated in their cells 23-hours a day; they cannot participate in religious or educational
programming; and that they cannot enjoy the privileges which are part of the ordinary incidents
of prison life for those in general population. See ROA.8196.
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“‘[U]nder any plausible baseline,’” the District Court concluded, these

factual circumstances impose an “‘atypical and significant hardship.’” Id. at 8198

(citing Wilkinson, 545 U.S. at 223).

III. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

Prison officials have a fundamental duty not to abuse their wide latitude of

discretion in prison discipline and administration by imposing atypical and

significant hardships on prisoners relative to ordinary prison life, especially in the

absence of legitimate penological interests. That duty has been violated in this

case, and the District Court correctly concluded that qualified immunity cannot, on

summary judgment, immunize Defendants-Appellants from constitutional review

of their conduct.

If Defendants-Appellants provide only sham reviews of the 23-hour a day

lockdown confinement of Plaintiffs-Appellees—which continues now for

approximately four decades—and there are material issues of disputed fact

pertinent to any analysis of the constitutionality of that conduct, then Plaintiffs-

Appellees should be permitted to press their claims at trial.

The District Court correctly recognized that material facts are disputed as to

whether Plaintiffs-Appellees’ initial and continued placement in lockdown

confinement resulted from an administrative initial prison classification, or for

disciplinary reasons.
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The District Court also correctly found that, even if it could be factually

established that Plaintiffs-Appellees’ ongoing lockdown confinement is properly

labeled as exclusively “administrative,” the Sandin inquiry does not end there.

The District Court rightly observed that this Circuit has long-recognized an

“extraordinary circumstances” exception to the general rule that initial

classification will not trigger Due Process liberty interests, where other concerns

exist beside the administrative segregation alone. The District Court rightly

rejected Defendants-Appellants’ arguments that no extraordinary circumstances

exist in this case. Clearly established law instructs that the following factors,

considered in the aggregate or separately, can operate to trigger Sandin analysis:

the (a) severity of the deprivations; the (b) duration of the deprivations; and

(c) the indefiniteness of the deprivations. As the District Court recognized, the

record evidence in this case substantiates “extraordinary circumstances” as to

each of these factors.

It is the Defendants-Appellants burden to show that the District Court’s

decision turns on a matter of law rather than fact. They cannot meet this showing,

so their appeal should be rejected for want of jurisdiction.

Even if this Court were persuaded that Defendants-Appellants have proved,

beyond material dispute, that Plaintiffs-Appellees’ lockdown confinement is

exclusively attributable to initial custodial classifications, summary judgment is
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still improper. As the District Court found, the record evidence demonstrates that

it should be manifestly apparent to any objectively reasonable prison official that

continuing to provide meaningless board reviews under the extraordinary

circumstances of an approximately 40-year ongoing, 23-hour a day lockdown

confinement would violate a prisoner’s constitutional rights.

IV. ARGUMENT

A. Standard of Review

i. Interlocutory Appeal of Qualified Immunity

In this interlocutory appeal, this Court must first address whether jurisdiction

exists to review the District Court’s denial of summary judgment based on a

qualified immunity defense. Such jurisdiction is “significantly limited” and exists

“only ‘to the extent that [the denial of summary judgment] turns on an issue of

law.’” Kinney v. Weaver, 367 F.3d 337, 346 (5th Cir. 2004) (en banc) (quoting

Mitchell v. Forsyth, 472 U.S. 511, 530 (1985)).

Accordingly, this Court “lack[s] the power to review the District Court’s

decision that a genuine factual dispute exists,” and must accept the facts in the light

most favorable to Plaintiffs-Appellants. Id. at 348. This Court may review only

“whether the district court erred in assessing the legal significance of the conduct

that [it] deemed sufficiently supported for purposes of summary judgment.” Id.;

see also Smith v. Martinez, 510 F. App’x. 322 (5th Cir. 2013) (finding lack of
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jurisdiction given the district court’s decision that material facts in dispute

precluded a qualified immunity defense at the summary judgment stage).

ii. Qualified Immunity

Qualified immunity may shield a government official from civil liability

only if the official can be said to be acting “within the scope of [his or her]

discretionary authority.” Attleberry v. Nocona General Hospital, 430 F.3d 245,

257 (5th Cir. 2005) (alteration in original) (quoting Brooks v. George County, 84

F.3d 157, 164-65 (5th Cir. 1996)). Even then, to determine whether an official is

entitled to qualified immunity, this Court considers: “(1) whether the plaintiff has

alleged a violation of a clearly established constitutional right; and (2) if so,

whether the defendant’s conduct was objectively unreasonable in the light of the

clearly established law at the time of the incident.” Stidham v. Tex. Comm’n on

Private Sec., 418 F.3d 486, 490 (5th Cir. 2005) (citation omitted) (internal

quotation marks omitted).

In determining whether a right is clearly established, this Court asks whether

existing precedent placed an objectively reasonable officer on notice that “[his or

her] conduct was unlawful in the situation [he or she] confronted.” Martinez-

Aguero v. Gonzalez, 459 F.3d 618, 621 (5th Cir. 2006) (quoting Saucier v. Katz,

533 U.S. 194, 201 (2001)); see also Ashcroft v. Al-Kidd, 131 S. Ct. 2074, 2083

(2011). The Supreme Court has “expressly rejected” a requirement that previous
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cases be factually “fundamentally similar,” or even “materially similar.” Hope v.

Pelzer, 536 U.S. 730, 741 (2002). As this Court has elaborated:

The central concept is that of “fair warning”: The law can be clearly
established “despite notable factual distinctions between the
precedents relied on and the cases then before the Court, so long as
the prior decisions gave reasonable warning that the conduct then at
issue violated constitutional rights.”

Kinney v. Weaver, 367 F.3d 337, 350 (5th Cir. 2004) (en banc) (quoting Hope, 536

U.S. at 740). In other words, the “contours of the right must be sufficiently clear

that a reasonable official would understand that what he is doing violates that

right.” Newman v. Guedry, 703 F.3d 757, 763 (5th Cir. 2012) (quoting Anderson

v. Creighton, 483 U.S. 635, 640 (1987)).

iii. Summary Judgment

As explained by this Court in Hogan v. Cunningham, 722 F.3d 725 (5th Cir.

2013):

Because we lack the authority to review the district court’s decision
that a genuine factual dispute exists, we do not apply the ordinary
summary judgment standard. Instead, we consider only whether the
district court erred in assessing the legal significance of the conduct
that the district court deemed sufficiently supported for purposes of
summary judgment. Where factual disputes exist in an interlocutory
appeal asserting qualified immunity, we accept the plaintiffs’ version
of the facts as true. In reviewing the district court’s conclusions
concerning the legal consequences—the materiality—of the facts, our
review is of course de novo.

Id. at 731 (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting Kinney, 367 F.3d at 348-49.
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B. The Court Lacks Jurisdiction

i. Defendants-Appellants’ Inaccurately Assert that the Factual
Record is Undisputed

Although Defendants-Appellants’ repeatedly assert that the factual record in

this case is undisputed, that is flatly inaccurate. Not only are there significant

disputes as regarding material facts, but the factual record below is also

incomplete. Defendant-Appellants elected to seek summary judgment after they

had the opportunity to depose Plaintiffs-Appellees, but prior to the completion of

discovery. Plaintiffs-Appellees have not yet been permitted to depose Defendants-

Appellants’ affiants regarding their transfer into extended lockdown cells at Hunt

and Wade, or regarding the internal reviews of their continuing confinement in

those facilities.12

Moreover, as discussed further infra, even on the incomplete record below,

the issues of material fact in dispute in this case are glaring. In particular,

Defendants-Appellants’ contend that Plaintiffs-Appellees cannot have cognizable

liberty interests in avoiding their severely restrictive confinement because that

confinement results from initial custodial classification. Blue brief at 18-37.

However, even if that were true as a matter of law—and it is not —the District

Court correctly recognized that the record evidence puts the genuineness of this

12 Although Warden Prince had been deposed previously, see ROA.8036-8041, his deposition
was taken years prior to when he was added as a Defendant here and, therefore, prior to the
assertion of any qualified immunity defenses by Defendants-Appellants.
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“initial classification” defense squarely under dispute. Nevertheless, should the

Court be inclined to credit Defendants-Appellants’ repeated assertions about

Plaintiffs-Appellees’ lack of evidence, and references to an “undisputed” (i.e.,

incomplete) record, see, e.g. Blue brief at 11, 18, 19, 22, 25, then Plaintiffs-

Appellees’ respectfully request that the Court remand for completion of discovery,

particularly in light of the 56(d) declaration submitted below in the District Court.

See ROA.8101-8103; and see Int’l Shortstop, Inc. v. Rally’s, Inc., 939 F.2d 1257,

1267 (5th Cir. 1991) (“the nonmoving party’s obligation to respond to a motion for

summary judgment is qualified by Rule 56(f)’s provision that summary judgment

be refused where the nonmoving party has not had the opportunity to discover

information that is essential to his opposition.”) (internal quotations and citation

omitted).

ii. Punitive or Purely Administrative Lockdown?

Defendants-Appellants do not dispute that federal law clearly establishes

that prisoners may have a liberty interest in deprivations which result from the

punitive, or disciplinary, decisions of prison officials. See Sandin v. Conner, 515

U.S. 472 (1995); and see Wilkerson v. Stalder, 329 F.3d 431, 435 (5th Cir. 2003).

Instead, Defendants-Appellants argue that they have proven beyond dispute that

Plaintiffs-Appellees lockdown confinement at their institutions is not punitive.

They insist that the facts show that, in an exercise of unfettered discretion, they
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made an independent determination of initial classification and placement “upon

transfer to [Hunt and Wade] facilities,” based solely on the fact that Plaintiffs-

Appellees had “outstanding convictions for the murder of a corrections officer at

LSP,” and that these convictions alone justify maximum security classification.13

See Blue brief at 19-20, 26, n.8.

Each of these “facts,” however, is very much in dispute in this case. First,

precious little evidence has been submitted by Defendants-Appellants which could

even arguably support these allegations, notwithstanding that, as the summary

judgment movants below, Defendants-Appellants bear the burden of establishing

the absence of a material factual dispute. See TIG Ins. Co. v. James, 276 F.3d 754,

759 (5th Cir. 2002) (“Once the moving party has initially shown that there is an

absence of evidence to support the non-moving party’s cause, the non-movant

must come forward with specific facts showing a genuine factual issue for trial.”)

The sparse evidence that has been presented by Defendants-Appellants, as

discussed supra, contradicts, is ambiguous, or fails totally to address whether they

“classified Appellees as maximum security based on their outstanding convictions

for the murder of a corrections officer at LSP,” see Blue brief at 19, much less why

13 Plaintiffs note that a justification for maximum security classification cannot necessarily be
conflated with a justification for extended lockdown confinement, not where maximum security
prisoners can be housed in less restrictive areas. In any event, the expert evidence already on the
record in this case puts squarely into dispute Defendants-Appellants’ allegation that the forty
year old convictions referred to can, without more, create legitimate penological grounds for
holding Plaintiffs-Appellees in isolation indefinitely. ROA.3912-3917, 3974.
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they placed Plaintiffs-Appellees in extended lockdown and continue that

placement.

As to Plaintiff-Appellee Woodfox, the “paucity of” Defendants-Appellants’

evidence can, at best, be said to establish: (a) that Wade officials were aware of

his forty year old conviction for the murder of a correctional officer; that one

affiant, Colonel Nail, participated in an Initial Classification Board review when

Woodfox arrived at his facility, and he asserts—consistent with his self-interest

and without being subject to deposition—that Woodfox’s forty-year old conviction

alone justified Woodfox’s classification as a maximum security inmate. None of

the Defendants-Appellants’ evidence attempts to account for the prison’s own

policy memorandum, which provides that a “MAX” custody designation is used

for “Disciplinary Detention/Extended Lockdown offenders.” ROA.7811-7812.

Nor does any of Defendants-Appellants’ evidence address why Plaintiff-Appellee

Woodfox was immediately sent to Wade’s newly created extended lockdown tier,

in particular. See ROA.8011, n.9 (noting that, at Wade, 48% of the prison

population is considered “maximum custody,” but it would be physically

impossible for all of those prisoners—over 500 of them—to be housed in CCR).

And certainly none of Defendants-Appellants’ evidence explains why, given his

age, infirmities, and the fact that Plaintiff-Appellee Woodfox has not received a

single disciplinary in the well over three years he has been at Wade (to say nothing
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of his excellent conduct record prior to transfer), Plaintiff-Appellee Woodfox

continues to be held in lockdown today.

Defendants-Appellants’ evidence is even more sparse as to Plaintiff-

Appellee Wallace. Defendants-Appellants have produced no evidence

documenting the procedures of any initial classification board review, or of the

results of that review, much less identifying any basis for whatever classification

resulted from that review.14 Nor have they produced evidence which attempts to

explain why they continued his lockdown confinement until he was near death.

In total, the “paucity” of Defendants-Appellants’ evidence, as the District

Court characterized it, id. at 8195, is insufficient to support a grant of summary

judgment. There is no error in the District Court’s assessment of the legal

(in)significance of Defendants-Appellants’ showing.

Moreover, as a logical matter, this Court has rejected Defendants-

Appellants’ argument that, upon an inter-system prison transfer, a prisoner’s

housing assignment is automatically stripped of all preceding disciplinary

rationale. See Blue Brief at 21. In the unpublished (and therefore not precedential)

14 Arguably, a fact finder may infer, on the basis of the one cellblock board review form
submitted as to Plaintiff Wallace by Defendants-Appellants, that the board at that point believed
initial classification explained Wallace’s cellblock assignment. However, it would require
speculation to conclude that an initial classification board was ever conducted, or that any such
board assigned Wallace to lockdown confinement because of his forty year old murder
conviction. See TIG Ins. Co. v. Sedgwick James of Wash., 276 F.3d 754, 759 (5th Cir. 2002)
(observing that, on summary judgment, speculation does not adequately substitute for specific
facts).
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decision Rollins v. Cain, No. 09-30397, 2011 U.S. App. LEXIS 8136 (5th Cir. Apr.

20, 2011), this Court addressed a prisoner’s transfer between Louisiana prison

facilities, where his assignment into segregation was based upon infractions

committed at a prior facility. As Rollins notes, consideration of a transferee’s prior

disciplinary record will not always mean that the classification upon transfer is

punitive, but it certainly can mean exactly that. Id. at *10. Indeed, it did in

Rollins, establishing the prisoner’s liberty interest in avoiding segregation. See id.

at *10-11 (nevertheless dismissing the pro se Due Process claim because the

“pleadings contained virtually no description” of the conditions, such that the

District Court could consider whether they presented an atypical and significant

hardship).

Here, Plaintiffs-Appellees presented ample evidence below that

classification upon transfer was not based on an independent, purely administrative

review. Plaintiffs-Appellees’ responsive evidence supports finding that, when

Defendants-Appellants placed them in extended lockdown upon transfer, and

thereafter perpetuated that placement, Defendants-Appellants continued the

impermissible course of conduct of previous LSP custodians. As discussed supra,

and as recognized by the District Court, see ROA.8194, Plaintiffs-Appellees

presented evidence:
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 That lockdown confinement units created at Hunt and Wade never
existed until immediately prior to the transfers of Plaintiffs-
Appellees, id.;

 That it had already been decided prior to transfer that Appellees
would be housed in the new lockdown units at Hunt and Wade, id.;

 That Hunt and Wade prison officials knew that Plaintiff-Appellees
had already endured decades of lockdown confinement at LSP.
Nevertheless they placed Plaintiffs-Appellees in extended
lockdown at their facilities, and continued LSP’s course of conduct
at the behest of the Secretary of Corrections and LSP officials, who
have long been Defendants in this action.15 See id. at 8037, 8050-
8051, 8056-8057, 8060, 8063-64, 8067; see also id. at 7820;

 That, given the age, infirmity, and good conduct records of
Plaintiffs-Appellees, no independent, sincere review would
establish a legitimate penological interest in housing Plaintiffs-
Appellees under lockdown, id. at 8194;

 And that Defendants-Appellants’ internal reviews of the propriety
of continuing the lockdown confinement are sham proceedings,
devoid of any meaningful criteria, id.

As this is far more evidence than that presented by the Plaintiff in Rollins, it

is more than sufficient to demonstrate that Defendants-Appellants should not be

allowed to hide behind the excuse of transfers in order to subvert Plaintiffs-

Appellees’ cognizable liberty interests.

15 As discussed supra, the LSP Defendants’ basis for their placement of Plaintiffs-Appellees in
CCR is a matter of disputed fact; evidence in the record supports that placement was the result of
punitive action, and not the result of administrative classification. Therefore, if Defendants-
Appellants declined to exercise independent judgment with regard to Plaintiffs-Appellees’
placement in CCR at Wade and Hunt, they cannot argue that the conduct of LSP officials is
irrelevant to a determination of whether their lockdown placement of Plaintiffs-Appellees was
punitive or administrative.
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iii. The Hunt and Wade Officials’ Challenge to Materiality is a
Thinly-Veiled Attempt to Challenge the Sufficiency of
Appellees’ Evidence and Mask the Genuine Factual Disputes
at Issue

In the face of Plaintiffs-Appellees’ record evidence, Defendants-Appellants

merely conclusorily aver that none of it is “material to the liberty interest inquiry.”

Blue brief at 25. In so doing, Defendants-Appellants try to force fit a materiality

review into what is, in reality, a sufficiency of the evidence challenge. See Blue

brief at 14 (recognizing that this Court can review “‘the materiality of any factual

disputes, but not their genuineness’”) (quoting Kinney, 367 F.3d at 347, and where

emphases were in original).

Even upon a materiality review, however, Defendants-Appellants’

arguments are unavailing. A review of materiality requires only a determination of

whether the resolution of any factual dispute “could affect the outcome of the

action.” Gragert v. Waybright, 423 F. App’x. 428, 431 (5th Cir. 2011) (quoting

Wyatt v. Hunt Plywood Co., 297 F.3d 405, 409 (5th Cir. 2002)). If presumed true,

as the law requires, Plaintiffs-Appellees’ showing that Wade and Hunt officials did

not conduct a sincere, independent review in assessing where Plaintiffs-Appellees

should be held upon transfer could affect the outcome of this case. Plaintiffs-

Appellees’ evidence as to Defendants-Appellants’ utter lack of a legitimate

penological interest in continuing LSP Defendants’ course of punitive conduct

could affect the outcome. And certainly, evidence that Defendants-Appellants
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provide only sham internal reviews of the propriety of Plaintiffs-Appellees’

lockdown could affect whether the disciplinary dimension of the deprivations at

issue trigger Sandin liberty interests, or whether further inquiry is needed to

analyze if other “extraordinary circumstances” trigger Sandin.

There is no cause for this Court to review the District Court’s determination

that genuine issues of material fact exist concerning to how and why Defendants-

Appellants first decided to place Plaintiffs-Appellees in lockdown, and then

decided to continue that placement. Because Defendants-Appellants’ challenge is

based on a factual, and not a legal, basis—on the premise, in other words, that

record evidence should not be interpreted to mean what Plaintiffs-Appellees

propose it means—the Court should reject jurisdiction over this appeal. See

Skinner v. Reed, No. 12-60738, 2013 U.S. App. LEXIS 9993, at *3-5 (5th Cir. May

17, 2013) (ruling that the Court had no jurisdiction to address Defendants-

Appellants’ claims that proof of causation was lacking, or arguments as to the lack

of evidence for elements of Plaintiff’s claim, and finding that the latter related to

sufficiency of the evidence); see also Chatman v. Miles, 518 F. App’x. 292, 293-

294 (5th Cir. 2013) (ruling that the Court lacked jurisdiction to rule as to qualified

immunity on summary judgment claim, because “[b]y arguing that the force was

justified in this case, [Defendant] is essentially challenging the MJ’s determination
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that genuine issues of material fact exist regarding exactly what took place in the

room off of the booking room.”).

C. Denial of Summary Judgment is also Warranted on the Grounds
of “Extraordinary Circumstances.”

Beyond finding material issues in dispute as to the genuineness of

Defendants-Appellants explanation for Plaintiffs-Appellees’ lockdown

confinement, the District Court further concluded that—regardless of whether the

explanation was purely administrative or punitive—“extraordinary circumstances”

exist in this case which create liberty interests that preclude summary judgment.

ROA.8195-8198.

If this Court finds no jurisdiction exists to review the District Court’s

decision as to disputed material facts, then there is no need for this Court to review

the District Court’s conclusion as to “extraordinary circumstances.” The Supreme

Court has “made clear that the ‘driving force’ behind creation of the qualified

immunity doctrine was a desire to ensure that ‘insubstantial claims against

government officials [will] be resolved prior to discovery.’” Pearson v. Callahan,

555 U.S. 223, 231 (2009) (alteration in original) (quoting Anderson v. Creighton,

483 U.S. 635, 640 n.2 (1987)). Having substantiated Plaintiffs-Appellees Due

Process claim and entitlement to proceed against the Defendants-Appellants, the

Court need not determine whether other alternative grounds for denial of qualified

immunity exist. Cf. United States v. Isgar, 739 F.3d 829, 839 (5th Cir. 2014)
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(declining to reach the trial court’s alternative grounds for admitting evidence after

finding proper admission under business records hearsay exception).

Defendants-Appellants’ wrongly conflate the materiality of the questions as

to their justification for original placement with dispositiveness. In Wilkerson, this

Court found that whether a justification for lockdown is administrative or

disciplinary is “crucial,” but it never suggested that Sandin inquiry ends there.

Indeed any such suggestion would contravene not only Supreme Court authority

but other Circuit law. Compare Wilkerson, 329 F.3d at 435 with Pichardo, 73 F.3d

at 612; and see Tate, 444 F. App’x. at 723-24. As the District Court correctly

held, apart from the issues of material fact as to Defendants-Appellants’ contention

that lockdown confinement at their institutions is solely attributable to

administrative initial classification, there is the question of:

whether the ‘extraordinary circumstances’ exception applied due
either to the abnormally long duration of the Plaintiffs’ time in
extended lockdown or the fact that their stay was indefinite…

Id. at 8195.16

Defendants-Appellants first ignore jurisprudence as to the import of

“extraordinary circumstances” on a Due Process claim in the prison context, and

then try to argue that, to the extent any such law exists, it was not clearly

16 See also ROA.8193 (quoting the District Court’s 2005 qualified immunity decision, which
observed that, “‘[i]f…the label attached to the original reason for confinement trumps all other
facts, one could be faced with the potential and anomalous situation of finding no liberty interest
despite the existence of atypical and significant hardship when compared to the [ordinary]
incidents of prison life.”)
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established when Plaintiffs-Appellees were transferred into Hunt and Wade, or

thereafter. See, e.g., Blue brief at 37. This willful blindness is untenable. As the

District Court correctly found, first in 2003, and again in 2005, at the end of last

year, no objective prison official could have concluded under the law then in force

that continuing the lockdown confinement of Plaintiffs-Appellees would not

trigger Due Process analysis, not given factual circumstances as to (a) the severity

of restrictions they endure; (b) the approximately forty year duration of that

confinement; and (c) the indefiniteness of that confinement. ROA.8198. These

extraordinary circumstances, “impose[] an atypical and significant hardship under

any plausible baseline.” Id.

i. The District Court’s “Extraordinary Circumstances” Analysis
Indisputably Comports with Clearly Established Law

As discussed supra at 3-5, this Court and the Supreme Court have long-

recognized that a Sandin liberty interest may be triggered where administrative

segregation is also attended by “extraordinary circumstances.” Pichardo, 73 F.3d

at 612; and see, e.g., Hernandez, 522 F.3d at 562-63 (further citing the Court’s

2003 decision in this case for the proposition that thirty years of lockdown status

triggers Sandin analysis); Wilkinson, 545 U.S. 209 (2005) (finding administrative

assignment to “highly restrictive [confinement] conditions” can trigger Sandin

analysis); Tate, 444 F. App’x. at 723-24 (finding severely restrictive confinement
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constitutes “one crucial exception” to the general rule that prisoners will not have

liberty interests in their administrative classification).

Beyond these cases, across the federal circuits, “a robust consensus of

persuasive authority” echoes the Supreme Court and this Court as to the import of

“extraordinary circumstances” in a prison context Due Process claim.17 Over and

over again, federal judges note the relevance of the severity of restrictions; the

duration of lockdown confinement; and the indefiniteness of lockdown

confinement. See, e.g., Harden-Bey v. Rutter, 524 F.3d 789, 793 (6th Cir. 2008)

(“Consistent with [Wilkinson and Sandin] most (if not all) of our sister circuits

have considered the nature of the more-restrictive confinement and its duration in

determining whether it imposes an ‘atypical and significant hardship.’”) (citing

cases) (emphasis in the original); Iqbal v. Hasty, 490 F.3d 143, 161 (2d Cir. 2007)

(finding that “[r]elevant [Sandin] factors include both the conditions of segregation

and its duration,” and further holding segregation for 305 days is “sufficiently

atypical to require procedural due process protection.”); Serrano v. Francis, 345

F.3d 1071, 1078 (9th Cir. 2003) (citing duration and degree of the restraint

imposed as relevant factors to an inquiry into whether a prison hardship is atypical

and significant); Shoats v. Horn, 213 F.3d 140, 144 (3rd Cir. 2000) (“[W]e have no

17 Morgan v. Swanson, 659 F.3d 359, 371-72 (5th Cir. 2011) (en banc) (citation omitted)
(quoting Ashcroft v. al-Kidd, 131 S. Ct. 2074, 2084 (2011)) (observing that a “robust consensus
of persuasive authority’” that defines the contours of the right in question with “a high degree of
particularity” is sufficient to define clearly established law).
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difficulty concluding that eight years in administrative custody, with no prospect of

immediate release in the near future, is “atypical” in relation to the ordinary

incidents of prison life . . . .”); Estate of DiMarco v. Wyoming Dep’t of Corr., Div.

of Prisons, 473 F.3d 1334, 1342 (10th Cir. 2007) (finding that the explanation for

segregation, the severity of restrictions, the effect on duration of confinement, and

indeterminateness of placement are all factors relevant to Sandin analysis); Skinner

v. Cunningham, 430 F.3d 483, 487 (1st Cir. 2005) (finding a legitimate penological

interest in isolating a prisoner for forty days just after he murdered another

prisoner, and observing that the six week duration was not excessive); Perkins v.

Kansas Dep’t of Corr., 165 F.3d 803, 809 (10th Cir. 1999) (remanding case for

consideration of both duration and nature of prisoner’s confinement where the

prisoner had been confined in segregation for at least two years, and citing

Sandin); and see Hatch v. District of Columbia, 184 F.3d 846, 858 (D.C. Cir.

1999) (reversing a grant of summary judgment and remanding case for evaluation

of the nature and duration of a seven month long administrative segregation, also

citing Sandin).

Instead of engaging this broad horizon of federal law relevant to the

“extraordinary circumstances” of severity of restriction, duration, and

indefiniteness, Defendants-Appellants bury their heads in the sand, insisting—

without qualification or citation to any authority—that “[i]t is ‘black letter law’
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that a prisoner has no protected liberty interest in his custodial classification.”

Blue brief at 11. Perhaps realizing that this contention is untenable, Defendants-

Appellants go on to posit that, “even assuming” protected liberty interests exist,

Blue brief at 37, the precedential and persuasive authorities—many of which

expressly relied on by the District Court below in 2003, 2005 and again last year—

fail to set forth clearly established law. Discussing only the Supreme Court’s 2005

decision in Wilkinson, and the District Court’s prior decisions in this case,

Defendants-Appellants claim that the case law did not clearly establish that liberty

interests can exist in administrative segregation because those authorities did not

present precisely the same facts as this case, or because they were decided too long

ago. See, e.g., Blue brief at 34-35, discussing factual distinctions in Wilkinson; and

see id. at 43 (arguing—entirely counterintuitively—that the District Court’s prior

decisions in this case could not have clearly established an “extraordinary

circumstances” exception because, “those decisions were entered years before

Appellants were added as Defendants in 2013.”).

The fact that decisions in the Supreme Court, the Fifth Circuit, across the

federal circuits, and in this very case were entered “years before” Hunt and Wade

officials were added as Defendants in this case only militates strongly against

Defendants-Appellants’ qualified immunity defense. Plainly, these decisions

“gave reasonable warning” that, inter alia, in the absence of due process,
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continuing an ongoing forty year lockdown confinement of Plaintiffs-Appellees

would be constitutionally impermissible. Kinney v. Weaver, 367 F.3d 337, 350

(5th Cir. 2004) (en banc) (internal quotations and citation omitted)). Defendants-

Appellants are not absolved of their responsibility to be aware of the settled

precedent.

Moreover, to the extent that no case exists directly mirroring the factual

circumstances of this case, the question of liberty interests is begged—how much

more atypical can lifetimes endured in solitary confinement be? Al-Kidd, 131 S.

Ct. at 2083 (finding that “a case directly on point” is not required for federal law to

be considered “clearly established”).18

Wrongly, Defendants-Appellants also suggest that Sandin precludes any

“extraordinary circumstance” analysis because, under Sandin, only deprivations

akin to transfer to a mental hospital or forced administration of psychotic drugs

create “atypical and significant hardship,” sufficient to trigger constitutional liberty

interests. Blue brief at 29-30.19 That is not the holding of Sandin, nor is it even the

18 Cf. Ramirez v. Martinez, 716 F.3d 369, 379 (5th Cir. 2013) (quoting Newman v. Guedry, 703
F.3d 757, 763-64 (5th Cir. 2012)) (observing in an excessive force case that “[q]ualified
immunity will not protect officers who apply excessive and unreasonable force merely because
their means of applying it are novel.”).

19 Defendants-Appellants also cite to a footnote in this Court’s decision, Orellana v. Kyle, 65
F.3d 29, 32, n.1 (5th Cir. 1995). That note merely recognizes the citation in Sandin of transfer to
a mental hospital and forcible administration of psychotropic drugs as examples of deprivations
giving rise to a liberty interest.
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dicta of Sandin. Sandin cites these examples as conduct which would

unexpectedly go beyond a sentence, and therefore, effectively trigger a Due

Process analysis that is independent of the prison context. As to Due Process

liberty interests within the prison context, Sandin explains:

[T]hese interests will be generally limited to freedom from restraint
which, while not exceeding the sentence in such an unexpected
manner as to give rise to protection by the Due Process Clause of its
own force, see, e. g., Vitek v. Jones, 445 U. S. 480, 493 (1980)
(transfer to mental hospital), and Washington v. Harper, 494 U. S.
210, 221-22 (1990) (involuntary administration of psychotropic
drugs), nonetheless imposes atypical and significant hardship on the
inmate in relation to the ordinary incidents of prison life.

515 U.S. at 484. This dicta plainly contemplates that cognizable liberty interests

may exist in the prison context even where the deprivation at issue is something

which might be expected as within the sentence (as disciplinary or administrative

segregation might be), when such deprivation nevertheless imposes atypical and

significant hardship.20 Notably, Defendants-Appellants flatly ignore additional in

language in Sandin which instructs that the 30-day lockdown confinement at issue

was not atypical because it did not exceed similar confinement, “in either duration

or degree of restriction.” Id. at U.S. 486.

20 While the Supreme Court has observed as to administrative segregation that it, “is the sort of
confinement that inmates should reasonably anticipate receiving at some point in their
incarceration, Hewitt v. Helms, 459 U.S. 460, 468 (1983), Plaintiffs-Appellees’ lockdown
confinement has lasted virtually the entirety of their lengthy sentences, as opposed to just a small
portion.
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Unable to seriously refute the clearly established law, Defendants-

Appellants proceed to identify factual disputes with the District Court’s findings as

to (a) severity of restrictions; (b) duration of confinement; and (c) indefiniteness of

confinement.21

ii. Severity of Restriction

After analyzing the Supreme Court’s decision in Wilkinson (finding Due

Process rights implicated in deprivations which resulted from administrative

classification), the District Court found that, in this case, there are “similar severe

conditions of confinement.” ROA.8196. Defendants-Appellants take issue with

this finding, arguing that while Hunt and Wade’s CCR’s “involve significant

restrictions,” they do not constitute “extreme solitary confinement,” as Defendants-

Appellants’ characterize the confinement of Wilkinson. Blue brief at 34-36.

However, it is improper to read Wilkinson as setting out some exclusive list

of restrictions, all of which must be present to give rise to “atypical and

significant” hardship. “The ‘atypical and significant hardship’ test is not so rigid,”

and it is the cumulative effect of all relevant factors which triggers Sandin analysis.

Prieto v. Clark, No. 1:12CV1199, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 161783, at *24 (E.D.

21 Defendants-Appellants also refer to a footnote in the District Court’s opinion, charging the
District Court with error for suggesting that it is unclear if an inquiry into whether the reason for
placement in lockdown was initial classification or disciplinary sanctions had been “rendered
unnecessary in light of Wilkinson v. Austin,” ROA.8195, n.4; and see Blue brief at 32-33, 40-41.
There is no error there, and in any event this was not the District Court’s holding in this case.
The District Court conducted first an inquiry into the reason for Plaintiffs’ placement, and,
second, into whether extraordinary circumstances exist. See generally ROA.8190-8198.
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Va. Nov. 12, 2013) (citing, inter alia, Farmer v. Kavanagh, 494 F. Supp. 2d 345,

356 (D. Md. 2007), for the instruction that Wilkinson “directs lower courts to

consider the totality of circumstances” in a given facility).

Furthermore, Defendants-Appellants wrongly invert the appropriate baseline

comparison. The ultimate factual evaluation—appropriately conducted by the

District Court in this case, see ROA. 8185, n.8, 8195-98—is based on the measure

of “what is atypical and significant in any particular prison system.” Wilkinson,

545 U.S. at 223; see also Beverati v. Smith, 120 F.3d 500, 503-504 (4th Cir. 1997)

(looking to conditions in the general population of the prison system at issue as the

comparative baseline). Atypicality is, by definition, measured against the typical,

rather than the extreme. Therefore, the recognition of a liberty interest is not

precluded because the conditions at issue are not the most restrictive conditions in

existence. Quite to the contrary, liberty interests are protected when the hardship

imposed is atypical and significant compared to ordinary prison life.

Finally, as a factual matter, to the extent that there are distinctions in the

severity of restrictions at issue in Wilkinson and here, the record evidence

indisputably supports the District Court’s finding that there are material

similarities. In both cases: prisoners are isolated alone in their cell 23-hours a day;

the exercise allowed in the one hour out of the cell is limited to an isolated area (as

little as three days a week in this case); there are significant limitations on human
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contact; and in both cases, placement is indefinite. Compare Wilkinson, 545 U.S.

at 224-25 with ROA.8095, n.8.

iii. Duration of Confinement

Importantly, the District Court’s decision also turns on the Court’s inability

to find many (or any) prisoners in Louisiana (or beyond), who have spent

anywhere near four decades in severely restrictive lockdown confinement, making

this case “atypical,” indeed. See ROA.8197-98 (finding that, “the unparalleled

amount of time that the inmate Plaintiffs have been living in isolation is more than

enough to give rise to an atypical and significant hardship.”)

Defendants-Appellants do not (and cannot) refute that the total duration of

Plaintiffs-Appellees’ confinement in lockdown imposes an “atypical and

significant hardship.” Instead, they argue that the slate of unconstitutional conduct

was suddenly wiped clean upon the inter-system transfer of Plaintiffs-Appellees

from LSP to Hunt and Wade, respectively. See, e.g., Blue brief at 44. Without

citation to any authority, Defendants-Appellants insist that it is from the time of

Plaintiffs-Appellees’ transfers to Hunt and Wade, 2009 and 2010, respectively,

“that the objective reasonableness of [their] conduct must be measured.” Id.

Because there is no clearly established law that durations of lockdown confinement

lasting one, two or even three years triggers Sandin analysis, Defendants-Appellees
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rationalize, and because Plaintiffs-Appellees have not been at Hunt and Wade for

many more years beyond three, they are immunized by qualified immunity.

Defendants-Appellees’ rationalization simply strains credulity. Putting aside

that any such argument would wrongly make the cumulative nature of the harm

alleged unreviewable, none of the record evidence below in any way puts into

dispute Plaintiffs-Appellees’ allegations that Defendants-Appellants knew or

should have known about the extraordinary duration of lockdown confinement

Plaintiffs-Appellees had already endured prior to their transfers. See generally,

7800-7826, 7731-7732 (Defendants-Appellants’ summary judgment exhibits and

statement of facts).

iv. Indefiniteness of Confinement

Even if Defendants-Appellants could put the extraordinary circumstances of

(a) severity of restriction and (b) duration of lockdown confinement beyond

material dispute, the District Court alternately credited (c) the indefinite duration

of lockdown confinement at Hunt and Wade as separately giving rise to a liberty

interest. See ROA.8195-8196 (either the indefiniteness or the duration of

lockdown confinement can trigger the Sandin test);22 see also Wilkinson, 545 U.S.

22 Defendants-Appellants have waived any challenge to the District Court’s ruling that there are
material facts in dispute regarding the adequacy of the process afforded Plaintiffs-Appellees. See
Blue brief at 37, n.10 (choosing not to address this issue); United States v. Charles, 469 F.3d
402, 408 (5th Cir. 2006) (“Inadequately briefed issues are deemed abandoned.”).
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at 223-224 (holding that the indefinite nature of confinement can give rise to the

existence of a liberty interest).

Defendant-Appellants’ have not proffered any evidence to prove that

Plaintiffs-Appellees’ lockdown confinements have not been indefinite. Indeed,

Plaintiff Wallace was not released from lockdown until he was so physically

incapacitated as to be near death from a liver cancer undetected by prison officials

until it was incurable. Plaintiff-Appellee Woodfox remains in lockdown today

notwithstanding a flawless conduct record while at Wade. Sadly, just as Plaintiffs-

Appellees had, “no hope of release [from lockdown] other than by death or release

from the prison entirely,” at LSP, see ROA.1562 (the District Court’s 2005 finding

as to indefiniteness), the same was and is true at Hunt and Wade.

V. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Defendants-Appellants respectfully request that

this appeal be dismissed for lack of jurisdiction, or that the District Court’s ruling

be affirmed.
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